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Bucky 101



What is Design Science?



What is Design Science?

“[Design Science is] “…the effective application of the 
principles of science to the conscious design of our total 
environment in order to help make the Earth’s finite 
resources meet the needs of all humanity without disrupting 
the ecological processes of the planet”

Buckminster Fuller



What we know from experience

 Physics has found no straight lines – has found 
only waves. 

 Physics has found no solids – only high 
frequency event fields

 Universe is not conforming to a three-
dimensional perpendicular-parallel frame of 
reference



4-Dimensional Coordinate System

Vector Equilibrium
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Cartesian Coordinates (Nature’s Coordinates)



The vectors defining Nature’s coordinate  system
connect the centers of closest packed spheres



Minimum Inventory/Maximum Diversity
Minimum “toolkit of basic patterned integrities”
Maximization of structural forms

 Resilient/Regenerative/Evolving

 Resource conserving
 Do more with less
 Gain greatest possible advantage with minimal resource investment

Nature’s Design Strategy

Volvox protozoanSnowflakes Radiolaria



Scalable Design

Nature’s Design Principles are Independent of Size

DNA Buckyball HoneycombPollen

NautilusHurricaneGalaxy



What Is Technology?

“Humans have thus far evolved the industrial complex designing 
which is only of  kindergarten magnitude compared to the 
complexity of the biological success of our planet Earth. In its 
complexities of design integrity, the Universe is technology” 

R. Buckminster Fuller, Synergetics: Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking



Operating Principles/Language

 No such thing as “up” and 
“down” in a spherical world
 (In, Out, Around)

 Tension and  compression only 
and always coexist

 Nature tends to emphasize 
tension over compression

 The wind does not “blow” it is 
“pulled” from high-to-low 
pressure systems



Trim Tab Principle

 Using generalized principles to determine the set of 
actions which can be taken to change the course of a 
larger system.

 An artifact or action specifically designed and placed 
in the environment at such a time and in such a place 
where its effects would be maximized thereby 
affecting the most advantageous change with the 
least resources, time and energy invested.



Design Science Planning Process
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Applied Design Science

Kurilpa Tensegrity  Bridge

Oberlin College Green Building

Curitiba Public Transit

European Union Super grid

Biomimicry

Pre-Columbian Amazon



Designing For Survival



Cuba’s Food Crisis
 Collapse of Soviet Bloc in 1989 

created an economic crisis in 
Cuba

 Loss of 60% of the country’s GDP

 Loss of its primary source of 
petroleum

 Decreases in food production:
 Tubers -96%

 Vegetables -64%

 Fruits -73%

 Rice -68%

 Beans -62%

 Cow’s Milk -53%

 Beef -48%

 Pork -52%



Aftermath of the “Green Revolution”

 The average state farm was 
between 32,000 and 76,000 acres

 50% of Cuba’s agricultural land 
was devoted to coffee, tobacco or 
sugarcane

 Cuban farmers were using double 
the amount of chemical fertilizers 
as U.S. farmers

 ~70% of Cuba’s 6.6 m hectares of 
agricultural land suffers from 
some level of degradation

 45%-60% of Cuban soils deficient 
in organic matter

 48% of the soils suffer from 
erosion



Design As Politics

Architecture and town planning 

have been deployed as tools to 

force people into certain 

behavioral modes and it has 

been instrumental in creating the 

visions of future cities and 

landscapes, that are needed to 

mobilize massive amounts of 

state and corporate power.

Organizing is also a design 

process capable of mobilizing 

community power and leveraging 

change by discovering and using 

social trimtabs.



Community Organizing

The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative 

has grown into a collaborative effort of over 

3,000 residents, businesses, non-profits and 

religious institutions members committed to 

revitalizing this culturally diverse 

neighborhood of 24,000 people and 

maintaining its character and affordability. 

DSNI is the only community-based nonprofit 

in the country which has been granted 

eminent domain authority over abandoned 

land within its boundaries.



Cuba’s Agroecology Movement



Designed Bottom Up by Farmers







Cuba’s Agroecology Movement



Communication

“Extension” “Farmer-To-Farmer”



Creating A Movement

 Cuban National Association of 
Small Farmers (ANAP)

 Members of ANAP are 
transforming their production by 
applying principles of agroecology

 Over 100,000 families have joined 
the agroecology movement since 
1997.

 State-owned worker co-ops

 Agricultural Production co-ops

 Credit and Service co-ops



Co-op Status





Defying the Odds 



Social Solidarity Economy

Ecologically & Politically Resilient?

“Cuba has disproved the myth that organic agriculture cannot

maintain a modern nation.” – Dale Allen Pfeiffer/World Bank
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